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Evidence for the Relevance of Secondary Stress in German: Prosodic Restrictions in Verbal 
Prefixation with ver-
Abstract
This contribution deals with secondary stress in Modern Standard German (MSG) and its 
relevance in affixation using the verbal prefix ver-. While the pattern ver+stressed syllable 
or ver+schwa is allowed, ver+unstressed syllable is avoided in contemporary German (see 
also Kaltenbacher 1999). Diachronical data reveals that in earlier stages this prosodic re-
striction was not as strong as in MSG. The consistency with which verbs with the pattern 
ver+unstressed syllable are discarded in MSG (confirmed by look-ups in corpora and dic-
tionaries) is a strong argument for the hypothesis that the relinquishment is due to a form 
of blocking related to the stress properties of the direct base: The affix ver- needs a direct 
base with some initial prominence, that is with primary or secondary stress. The only (ap-
parent) exception to this stress condition is a base containing a schwa syllable which seems 
to be “invisible” for the stress-seeking prefix. Verbal derivation with the prefix ver- demon-
strates that the stress properties of the base have to be taken into account also with regard 
to secondary stress. The data provided in this paper can count as further evidence for the 
existence and relevance of secondary stress in Modern Standard German and its interaction 
with morphology.
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154 Barbara Vogt1. Introduction
In Modern Standard German (MSG), verbal derivation with the prefix ver- 
shows the following patterns:
(1) Verbal derivation with ver-:
 a. ver+primary stress: spíelen verspíelen
  ‘to play’ ‘to gamble away’
 ver+secondary stress: tèlefoníeren vertèlefoníeren
  ‘to phone’ ‘to make the wrong phone call’
 b. ver+schwa G[ə]wált verg[ə]wáltigen
  ‘violence’ ‘to violate’
 c. ver+unstressed syllable: kopíeren *verkopíeren
  ‘to copy’
As the table shows, derivation with ver- to a base with initial unstressed syl-
lable is avoided in contemporary German (1c.), cf. also Kaltenbacher (1999).1 
Diachronical data reveals that in earlier stages this prosodic restriction was not 
as strong as it is in contemporary German. In the digital version of the DWb 
(Deutsches Wörterbuch), started in 1838 by Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm and 
containing the whole German word “treasure” with reference sources since the 
16th century, 37 examples can be found in which ver- is attached to a base start-
ing with an unstressed syllable (see also Henzen 1956):
(2) Outdated verbs prefixed with ver- (bases are still in use in MSG)
 a. ver-maskíeren (base: maskíeren ‘to mask’)
 b. ver-ballásten (base: Ballást ‘ballast’)
Of the 37 entries with pattern 1c. listed in the DWb, 34 are no longer present 
in MSG. This is documented by dictionary look-ups (Duden 2005; Krech et al. 
2009; Mater 2006) and by searching the corpora of the DWDS (Digitales Wör-
terbuch der deutschen Sprache). In MSG only the two antiquated verbs ver-
lustíeren ‘to amuse oneself ’ and verschimpfíeren ‘to denigrate’ seem to be mar-
ginally present. They are listed in the above-mentioned dictionaries (signaled 
however as “antiquated”) and are detected in the DWDS core corpus: 3 hits for 
verschimpfíer* in the core corpus (1990–1999) and 14 hits for verlustíer*.2 Fur-
ther, the verb verpers´önlichen is found in the DWDS core corpus (1990‒99, 
1 See also Ito and Mester (2009) who claim that in MSG a foot has to be built at the left edge 
of a prosodic word (PARSE-INTO-FOOT) allowing the attachment of an unstressable prefix 
(containing a schwa syllable, like e.g. the prefix g[ə]-) only to main stress.
2 The DWDS core corpus is a reference corpus for 20th century German language and con-
tains approximately 100 million running words, balanced chronologically and by text genre in 
approximately 80,000 documents, https://www.dwds.de/r?corpus=kern [28.12.2018].
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6 hits). The Frequency Dictionary German (2011)3 does not enlist any of the 
above-mentioned words among the 10.000 most frequently occurring word 
forms in the German language. However, verlustíeren and verlustíert are found 
among the 1.000.000 most frequently occurring word forms, but in the very 
low frequency classes 19 and 20 respectively, while verschimpfíeren ist not en-
listed at all. Ito and Mester (2009) mention verstudíeren, but the verb is no 
longer listed in current dictionaries, nor is it found in the DWDS core cor-
pus or in the Frequency Dictionary German, while it is present in the his-
torical sources of the DWDS (3 hits, from 1605, 1729, 1887). Searching on 
Google a reviewer found verkopíeren which, however, is not present in any of 
the above-mentioned corpora. Both word forms, verkopíeren and verstudieren, 
are not enlisted in the Frequency Dictionary German. To sum up, only ver-
lustíeren seems to be marginally present in MSG.
The consistency with which the verbs with pattern 1c. are discarded in 
MSG is a strong argument for the hypothesis that their relinquishment is due 
to a  form of blocking related to the stress properties of the direct base giv-
en that also no new verbs with this pattern enter the lexicon. This is not the 
case for derivations with the other patterns, including derivations to bases 
with secondary stress, see e.g. vertèlefoníeren ‘to make the wrong phone call’, 
veràbsolutíeren ‘to make sth (into) an absolute’, verbàrrikadíeren ‘to barricade’, 
verkòmplizíeren ‘to complicate’ and others), which are not present in the DWb.
In the following sections, the obsolescence of pattern 1c. in MSG will be 
interpreted as a  form of “blocking” in connection with the stress properties 
of the direct base that needs some initial prominence (including secondary 
stress).
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 I will briefly illustrate how 
phonologically conditioned gaps (“blocking”) in derivational morphology are 
discussed in literature (cf. e.g. Shih 2017; Raffelsiefen 1996). Kager (2000), for 
example, uses “blocking” to analyse affixation in modern Dutch related to suf-
fixes and interacting with primary stress. Subsequently, the analysis will be 
extended to prefixation and secondary stress in MSG. Section 3 will provide 
a short review of secondary stress in MSG, section 4 will outline the phono-
logical properties of the prefix ver- and in section 5 an OT-analysis will be dis-
cussed. Eventually, conclusions will be drawn in section 6, highlighting that 
prefixation with ver- not only illustrates a form of stress-sensitivity related to 
prefixation, but it is also a pointer to the existence and relevance of secondary 
stress in MSG and its interaction with morphology.
3 The Corpus is based on 3 different sources: newspaper texts (approx. 120 million sentenc-
es); randomly selected texts from the WWW (approx. 100 million sentences), the German edi-
tion of Wikipedia from the year 2009 (approx. 9 million sentences), cfr. Quasthoff et al. (2011).
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2. Stress-sensitivity in affixation
Following Kager (2000) stress-sensitivity of affixes comes in two ways: affixes 
can “actively” cause a certain prosodic pattern in the base (leading to a stress 
shift in the direct base) or “passively” block affixation, that is affixation cannot 
take place if certain prosodic conditions in the base are not met. An example 
for affix “activity” in Dutch is the adjectival suffix -ig which shifts the stress of 
a compound base from the first member to the second, that is to the syllable 
directly preceding it.
(3) Example for “active” affixes in complex words:
Nóod-lot ‘fate’ [nood-lót]-ig ‘fatal’
bases: nóod ‘distress’; lót ‘fortune’; nóod-lot ‘fate’
Stress shift is not possible with affixed bases: in (4), affixation with -ig cannot 
activate a stress shift to the adjacent syllable; suffixation with -ig is blocked:
(4)  Example for “passive” affixes: suffixation with -ig is blocked:
[wáar-heid] ‘truth’ *[[waar-héid]-ig] 
bases: wáar ‘true’; wáar-heid ‘truth’
Kager models the interaction between stress and stem-based affixation with 
the help of output-output faithfulness: stress shift is possible in (3) as it re-
spects a constraint that requires the derived word (nood-lót-ig) to have a cor-
responding stress peak on some base (lót), although it is not present at the mo-
ment of derivation.
By contrast, the example in (4) shows a stress induced gap (“blocking”): the 
suffix -ig attaches only to bases with adjacent stress, but in (4) there is no cor-
responding stress peak on the suffix [-heid], even not at earlier stages of deri-
vation; thus, suffixation with -ig is blocked.
I will adopt Kager’s model applying it to verbal prefixation in German with 
ver-. With the help of the constraint system proposed in Kager (2000) it is pos-
sible to explain why certain verbs prefixed with ver- are disappearing in Mod-
ern Standard German (MSG). The relinquishment of these prefixed verbs is 
a form of “blocking”: verbal derivation with ver- needs a base with primary or 
secondary stress at the left edge.3. Secondary stress in Modern Standard German
Phonetic transcriptions of prosodic patterns in longer German words mostly 
disregard secondary stresses presumably due to the difficulty to capture their 
phonetic properties (Kleber and Klipphahn 2006). This acoustic non-detect-
ability has led some researchers to question even its existence – compare e.g. 
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Moulton (1962), regarding loan words with more than three syllables, such as 
immatrikulíeren ‘matriculate’ or Wiese (2000: 275) who excludes secondary 
stress in post tonic positions within words.4 Among pronunciation dictionar-
ies only the Deutsches Aussprachewörterbuch (Krech et al. 2009) signals sec-
ondary stress in the case of non-native words with at least 4 syllables preced-
ing main stress on the first syllable (5a) – with the exception of prefixed words 
(see 5b)
(5) a. Fàl.si.fi.ka.tión ‘falsification’ [fˌalzifikatsi’o:n]
 b. ver-bàr.ri.ka.díe.ren ‘to barricade’
 ver-àb.so.lu.tíe.ren ‘to make sth (into) an absolute’
Nonetheless, secondary stress is part of the knowledge of speakers (Alber 1997, 
1998). In emphatic speech, secondary stress can be upgraded to primary stress 
(Krech et al. 2009; Berg 2008) which shows that it must have the potential to 
stress.
ERP-studies provide also convincing evidence for secondary stress. In 
stress-evaluation experiments (see Dohmas et al. 2008), participants were 
confronted with correctly and incorrectly stressed trisyllabic words containing 
a. only one foot and stress on the penultimate – e.g. bi(kíni) ‘bikini’– and b. tri-
syllabic words with two feet and primary stress on the ultimate – e.g. (vìta)
(mín) ‘vitamin’. Results show that incorrectly stressed words lead to enhanced 
late positivity effects if metrical structure is altered (in the case of an incor-
rectly stressed form like *(bíki)ni). By contrast, with regard to trisyllabic, bipo-
dal words in which only first and secondary stresses are switched – e.g. *(víta)
(mìn) – late positivity effects are less strong; cf. Domahs et al. (2008). The dif-
ference in acceptability can be explained if we assume two metrical feet in the 
latter case: shifting main stress to a syllable which is however the head of a foot 
(with secondary stress) is better than shifting main stress to an unfooted sylla-
ble without stress. See also Knaus et al. (2011) for further evidence.
Phonological studies concerned with the placement of secondary stress 
in German assume that secondary stress starts at the left edge of the prosod-
ic word building a trochaic, binary foot. For this reason, it is also called ini-
tial secondary stress (ISS), cf. Kristoffersen (2007: 163). Two stressless sylla-
bles preceding main stress are not allowed (*σσ’σ). This prosodic restriction 
is supported by the structure of the lexicon: in German, there are no unpre-
fixed words with two or more syllables preceding main stress starting with 
a schwa-syllable (compare e.g. *B[ə].ne.fíz ‘benefit’, *g[ə]neralisíeren ‘to gener-
alize’ (Becker 1998: 109). If it is assumed that the initial position is predestined 
4 Cf. also Jessen (1999: 518): “Empirical information on the existence and patterning of 
secondary stress in the underived words of German is insufficient so far.” 
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for stress, clearly schwa syllables cannot occur in these contexts since they can-
not receive stress.
The imperative to assign ISS at the left edge of unprefixed words with two or 
more syllables preceding main stress is not overridden by stress preservation or 
quantity sensitivity. These phenomena are observed in longer, non-native words, 
but only word medially (Alber 1997, 1998). On the contrary, primary stress on 
the second syllable in a word is completely removed in a derivation with a stress-
shifting suffix in order to establish a binary foot with secondary stress at the left 
edge, cf. e.g. Rivále ‘rival’ > Rìvalit’ät ‘rivalry’ and not *Rivàlit’ät or Objékt ‘object’ 
> òbjektivíeren ‘objectify’ and not *objèktivíeren which is a strong argument for 
initial secondary stress. (For details regarding stress preservation and quantity 
sensitivity see Alber 1997, 1998; Vogt 2015; an overview of arguments on initial 
secondary stress in MSG is given in Alber, in press).
The preceding description of ISS is related to unprefixed bases. The follow-
ing section is dedicated to the stress properties of verbs derived with the ver-
bal prefix ver-.4.  Phonological properties of ver- in Modern Standard German (MSG)
The “inseparable”, bound5 prefix ver- which results etymologically from a com-
bination of three prepositions – gothic faúr (vor[bei] ‘past’), fra (weg von ‘away 
from’) and fair (hindurch ‘through’) –, has a strong tendency to combine with 
non-native bases (Fleischer and Barz 2012: 115) making it particularly suitable 
for investigation of interactions with secondary stress given that normally only 
non-native bases are long enough to show this second level of stress.6
The resulting prosodic patterns in verbal derivation with ver-, exemplified 
in the table in (1), are repeated here:
(1) Verbal derivation with ver-:
ver+primary stress: spíelen ver-spíelen
 ‘to play’ ‘to gamble away’
ver+secondary stress: tèlefoníeren ver-tèlefoníeren
 ‘to phone’ ‘to make the wrong phone call’
ver+schwa G[ə]wált vèr-g[ə]wáltigen
ver+unstressed syllable: kopíeren *ver-kopíeren
 ‘to copy’
5 German derived verbs are divided into “separable” particle verbs with initial stress like áuf-
machen ‘to open’ and prefix verbs in which main prominence is on the verb, such as ver-tíefen 
‘to deepen’. “Separable” means that in V2 contexts and in the imperative the separable prefix is 
realized postverbal, that is, in the second part of the “sentence bracket”.
6 See also Vogt 2015: Prefixation with the prefix ver- and its interaction with initial second-
ary stress are discussed, but not in detail. 
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In 1a no secondary stress is assigned to ver-; in the derivation with a verbal 
base containing two or more syllables preceding primary stress, initial second-
ary stress is preserved on the base.7 In the pronunciation dictionary of Krech 
et al. (2009) – the only pronunciation dictionary that assigns secondary stress-
es (see section 3) – no verb prefixed with ver- is found with secondary stress 
on ver-. However, there are two entries in which secondary stress is signaled 
on the first syllable of the base: veràbsolutíeren ‘to make sth (into) an absolute’, 
verbàrrikadíeren ‘to barricade’.
The possibility of ver- being stressed or not is also related to the phonologi-
cal status of the vowel in ver-. Following Wiese (2000: 94, 295) ver- is realized 
“at least underlyingly” with a full vowel; in a word such as [(v[ɛ]r).(ságt)] ‘failed’ 
the prefix is parsed into a foot, but not into a prosodic word, and it is – accord-
ing to Wiese – always stressless as the other “true” prefixes, for instance er- and 
zer-. Furthermore, in pronunciation dictionaries it is transcribed with a full 
vowel, compare e.g. [fɛɐ]'tiefen <vertiefen>, ‘to deepen’ (Duden 2005). Some-
times, vowel and postvocalic /r/ are transcribed with a so-called vocalized /r/ 
or low schwa (Duden 2006: 699), Krech et al. (2009): v[ɐ]ságen <versagen>, ‘to 
fail’. This sound occurs only in unstressed syllables (Wiese 2000: 17).
In a nutshell, taking the different findings (assessments in literature, pho-
nological status of the vowel) it could be shown that in type 1a. derivations the 
prefix is unstressed, while stress (primary or secondary stress) is preserved on 
the first syllable of the base. However, the prefix underlyingly contains a full 
vowel and is able to bear stress if attached to a base starting with a schwa sylla-
ble, see type 1b. verbal derivations: vèr-g[ə]wáltigen ‘to rape’, vèr-.b[ə]ámten ‘to 
give so. the status of a civil servant’. If we take the 1a. derivations as evidence 
for ver- being attached only to syllables with some prominence at the left word 
edge of the base, in 1b. we have to assume that the syllable with schwa is some-
how “invisible” to ver-. The stress-seeking prefix ver- skips the schwa syllable 
and attaches to the next syllable with some prominence. By skipping the ini-
tial schwa syllable, the stress-sensitivity of the prefix is respected. Secondary 
stress is assigned post-lexically to ver- for rhythmical reasons. In the following 
section analysis is outlined in the framework of the Optimality Theory (Prince 
and Smolensky 2004 [1993]).5. Analysis
Kager (2000) explains the non-occurrence of certain affixes after com-
plex words containing a stress-neutral suffix as blocking, due to constraints 
that require on the one hand adjacency of base and affix, and on the other 
7 See however Löhken (1997: 132) who assigns secondary stress on vèr- for theoretical rea-
sons: vèr+éinigen. 
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preservation of stress. The relevant examples with the Dutch suffix -ig in (3) 
and (4) are here repeated:
(6) “Active” affixes: stress is shifted from the first member of the compound to the sec-
ond, preceding the suffix -ig:
Nóod-lot ‚fate’ -> [nood-lót]-ig (bases: lót, nóod, nóod-lot)
(7) “Blocking”: suffixation with -ig cannot take place:
[wáar-heid] ‚truth’ -> *[[waar-héid]-ig], *[[wáar-heid]-ig]
(bases: wáar ‚true’, wáar-heid ‚truth’)
Kager captures blocking with the help of the following constraints. Adjacency 
of the suffix with the base is captured by an alignment constraint:8
(8) ALIGN ({-ig}, L, stress peak, R):
“The left edge of the affix {-ig} coincides with the right edge of the syllable contain-
ing the stress peak of the word.”
Preservation of stress in the derivation is expressed in Kager with the follow-
ing DEP-constraint:
(9) PK-DEP (O/B): Let α be a segment in O and β be its correspondent in B.
  If α is in the stress peak of O then β is in the stress peak of B.
“The stress peak in the derived word must match some stress peak in the base.”
In a form like *[[wáar-heid]-ig] stress is not adjacent to the affix, while a form 
like *[[waar-héid]-ig] would violate stress preservation since in both base 
forms, direct and indirect, stress is on [wáar] (direct base: [wáarheid]; indi-
rect base: [wáar]). In this case a null parse (∅) is preferred. The null parse is 
expressed by the constraint M-MAX (I/O), (cf. Kager 2000):
(10) M-MAX (I/O): Every morpheme in the input has a correspondent in the output.
Both constraints, PK-DEP and ALIGN-TO-PEAK dominate M-MAX:
(11) ∅ > *[[waar-héid]-ig] PK-DEP » M-MAX
(12) ∅ > *[[wáar-heid]-ig] ALIGN-TO-PK » M-MAX
The null parse (∅) is preferred over violating stress preservation (11) and over 
violating adjacency (12). The result is “blocking”.
Kager’s approach is hereafter applied to ver- to explain “blocking” in the 
case of bases without some initial prominence (primary or secondary stress). 
The alignment constraint is accommodated to the prefix ver- as follows:
(13) ALIGN-TO-PK: ALIGN {ver-}, R, stress peak, L
“The right edge of the affix {ver-} coincides with the left edge of a syllable containing 
a stress peak in the direct base.”
8 The constraint and its denomination are slightly changed. 
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The PK-DEP (O/B) constraint in (9) contains the specification that the stress 
peak in the derived form (output) must match some stress peak in the base. 
Vice versa, the location of stress peaks of the base must be preserved in the de-
rived word (output), due to PK-MAX (B/O).
(14) PK-MAX (B/O): Let α be a segment in B and β be its correspondent in O.
  If α is in the stress peak of B then β is in the stress peak of O.
The last constraint which will be used in the following tableaux is the con-
straint that requires the realization of morphemes, here repeated:
(15) M-MAX (I/O): Every morpheme in the input has a correspondent in the output.
The following tableaux (16) and (17) illustrate pattern 1a. exemplified in 
section 1: affixation of ver- to a base with secondary stress; in (16) ISS is 
realized in the direct base on the second syllable preceding primary stress 
(ver-kòn.su.míeren); in (17) ISS is assigned in the direct base on the third 
syllable preceding primary stress (ver-àb.so.lu.tíeren). In the following tab-
leaux the suffix -íeren is lexically specified as stressed. For suffixes of this 
type Kager assumes “brute-force” accentuation, presumably by input speci-
fication as well as top ranking peak faithfulness (Kager 2000: 7).9 This means 
that I do not contemplate output-candidates that do not respect this stress-
requirement.
(16) ver- attached to a base with ISS








a. p [ver.kòn.su.míe.ren]  
b. [vèr.kon.su.míe.ren] *! * *
c. [vèr.kon.sù.míe.ren] *! ** *
d. ø *!
Shifting ISS from the direct base to the prefix (see b. and c.) would violate both 
the alignment constraint (ALIGN-TO-PK) and the stress preservation con-
straint PK-DEP (O/B), while a. respects them. Thus, a. is preferred over the 
null parse. The same hierarchy yields the correct result with an adjectival base, 
prefix conversion and secondary stress on the third syllable preceding primary 
stress in the direct base.
9 Also following Wiese (2000) the suffix -íeren always requires main stress by input specifi-
cation as well as top ranking peak faithfulness. 
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(17) ver- attached to a base with ISS








a. p [ver.àb.so.lu.tíe.ren] * 
b. [vèr.ab.so.lu.tíe.ren] *! * **
c. [vèr.ab.sò.lu.tíe.ren] *! ** **
d. [ver.ab.sò.lu.tíe.ren] *! * **
e. ø *!
In tableau (17) the candidate in a. respects the stress preservation (PK-DEP) 
and adjacency (ALIGN-TO-PK) constraint, thus it is preferred over the null 
parse (∅).
By contrast, the following tableaux (18) and (19) exemplify “blocking” in 
the case of verbal derivation with ver- to direct bases without initial promi-
nence (cf. pattern 1c. in section 1):
(18) “Blocking”: no prefixation with ver-





a. p  ø *
b. [ver.kó.pieren] *! * 
c. [ver.kò.píeren] *!
d. [vèr.ko.píe.ren] *! *
e. [ver.ko.píeren] *!
Tableau (18) shows that the null parse is preferred over violating stress preser-
vation (PK-DEP) in b. and c. and over violating adjacency (ALIGN-TO-PK) 
in d. and e.
The same hierarchy rules out cases of prefix conversion with bisyllabic bas-
es and initial stressless, pretonic syllable (cf. tableau 19):
(19) “Blocking”: no prefixation with ver-





p a. ø *
b. [ver.bál.las.ten] *! *
c. [ver.bàl.lás.ten] *!
d. [vèr.bal.lás.ten] *! *
e. [ver.bal.lás.ten] *!
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Attaching ver- to a base starting with a stressless syllable calls for the construc-
tion of a trochaic foot with the syllable ver- as head (see section 3). It is promis-
ing to link the phenomenon not only to secondary stress, but to foot structure, 
too, rephrasing the alignment constraint as follows:10
(20) ALIGN-TO-F: ALIGN {ver-}, R, foot, L
“The right edge of the foot containing the affix {ver-} coincides with the left edge of 
a foot in the direct base.”
In the case of bases with initial prominence, PK-DEP protects the initial sylla-
ble of the base from being integrated into a bisyllabic foot with ver- (cf. *[(vèr.
ab.)(sò.lu.)(tíe.ren)] ‘to make sth (into) an absolute’, see tableau 21). Both, the 
bisyllabic and the bimoraic foot at the left edge (candidates b. and c.) cannot 
win against candidate a. which preserves ISS in the base:
(21) Base with stressed initial syllable 








a. p [(ver.)(àb.so.)lu.(tíe.ren)] * 
b. [(vèr.ab.)(sò.lu.)(tíe.ren)] *! **
c. [(vèr.)(àb.so.)lu.(tíe.ren)] *! *
d. ø *!
The realization of a bisyllabic foot with ver- (*[(vèr.ab.)(sò.lu.)(tíe.ren)]) would 
also lead to a mismatch between morphological and prosodic structure which 
is avoided in MSG. Prefixes such as ver- are not integrated into the following 
prosodic word. This is demonstrated i.a. by the lack of resyllabification and the 
insertion of a glottal stop at the metrical and morphological boundary, cf. e. g. 
ver.-[ʔ]ár.men ‘to impoverish’.
In the case of unstressed and unfooted initial syllables in the direct base 
(see tableau 22), candidate b.  (with perfectly alternating rhythm) and candi-
date c. are excluded by PK-DEP as well. In addition, in c. also the alignment 
constraint is violated. Furthermore, it is not possible to shift primary stress to 
the initial syllable of the base (candidate c.):
10 I thank one of the reviewers for this suggestion.
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(22) Base with unstressed initial syllable





p a. ø *
b. [(vèr.bal.)(lás.ten)] *!
c. [(vèr.)bal.(lás.ten)] *! *
d. [(ver.)(bál.las.)ten)] *!
The last pattern to be explained is pattern 1b. Verbal derivation with the pre-
fix ver- is often observed with a base containing an initial schwa-syllable. If 
a  word form like verg[ə]wáltigen is possible, also *verkopíeren should be al-
lowed – from the point of view of rhythm. In literature, the exceptionality of 
syllables containing schwa is often highlighted. Wiese (2000: 99), for instance, 
states that prosodic restrictions in the allomorphy of the suffixes -heit/-keit 
in MSG are “blind” to the presence or absence of schwa syllables. Kager and 
Zonneveld (1986), Kager (2000) recall that schwa in final syllables behaves “as 
if not there”. Therefore, it could be argued that the stress-seeking prefix ver- is 
“blind” to the presence of a schwa syllable. With schwa being “invisible” for ver- 
the stress condition that the prefix imposes on its direct base is respected: ver- 
is attached to a base with initial prominence.
However, hereafter the hypothesis that the two prefixes g[ə]- and b[ə]- are 
syllabic appendices that cause a  change in the prosodic structure is defend-
ed: the two prefixes with schwa are prosodically weak and are integrated into 
a preceding foot. This prosodic restructuring is observed also in the case of 
particle verbs with separable prefixes.
Prefixes with the schwa syllable join the separable prefix and form a bisyl-
labic foot dominated by the highest projection of the prosodic word:
(23) [[(áuf.g[ə])] [(hò.ben)]] (Löhken 1997: 134)
The same restructuring can be observed in prefixation with ver-: the prefix to-
gether with the schwa appendix forms a trochaic, bisyllabic foot, which is by 
contrast to (23) not dominated by a prosodic word (cf. Löhken 1997: 132):
(24) [(vèr.g[ə])[(wál.ti)gen]]
In tableau (25) the prosodically unstable syllable with schwa is adjoined to the 
preceding ver- with which it forms a bisyllabic foot with internal, rhythmic 
stress pattern (vèr.b[ə]-). Thus, candidate a. respects all constraints; the foot 
containing the prefix ver- is aligned to the left edge of a stress peak in the di-
rect base and there is correspondence of peaks between the derived form and 
its base.
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(25) ver- attached to a base with initial schwa syllable





p  a. [(vèr.b[ə]).[(ám.ten)]]
b. [ver.b[ə].(ám.ten)] *! *
c. ø *!
By contrast, in (22) the initial unstressed syllable bal- is headed by the prosod-
ic word of the stem: thus, it is not possible to integrate the initial unstressed 
syllable into a foot with ver- and create a distinct prosodic domain.6. Conclusions
In this contribution the relinquishment of a group of verbs prefixed with ver- 
is explained by way of stress-sensitivity of the affix and stress preservation. 
Data from pronunciation dictionaries and corpora show the disappearance 
from contemporary lexicon of German verbs prefixed with ver- attached to 
bases starting with an unstressed syllable (*verkopíeren, *verspazíeren).
The resulting patterns are explained with the help of the constraint system 
proposed in Kager (2000) based on correspondence and adjacency. Prefixation 
with ver- thus demonstrates that the stress properties of the base and its foot 
structure have to be taken into account. Data can count as further evidence for 
the existence and relevance of secondary stress in Modern Standard German 
and its interaction with morphology.References
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